Information Session about Fellowships and Scholarships
Opportunities available through Computer Science Department

Are you interested in pursuing graduate degree in Computer Science or Data Analytics? If yes, then come to an information session about scholarships and fellowships available to all students joining MS in CS or MS in DA programs (including accelerated degree programs) starting Fall 2021.

The Computer Science Department at Rowan University has funding to support 5-6 students through the Rowan University’s Teaching Fellowship, NSF’s Scholarship for Service, and Department of Education’s Graduate Assistance in Areas of National Need Fellowship.

These opportunities provide an annual stipend and pay either most or all tuition costs for to the award recipients.

WHEN:
• Friday, February 28 @ 2:00 pm in Robinson 211
• Friday, March 13 @ 2:00 pm in Robinson 211

WHO:
Any student interested in graduate studies in Computer Science or Data Analytics

Questions: Please contact Dr. Hnatyshin (hnatyshin@rowan.edu) if you have any questions about this information session.